Abstract-In this paper, a novel discrete complex fuzzy transform (DCFT) and the proposed DCFT based facial image recognition method is presented. The presented DCFT consists of histogram extraction, peak points of histogram calculation and images construction. 3 real and 3 complex images are constructed using DCFT. Also, 3 angular images and 3 vector image are calculated using the real and complex images. To create real and complex images, polynomial and smith fuzzy sets are used in this paper. Briefly, 12 image are constructed using DCFT. In order to demonstrate effect of the proposed DCFT, face images data sets and local binary pattern (LBP) are used to create facial image recognition method. In this method, LBP is applied on the each DCFT image and 12 x 256 size of feature are extracted. Also, maximum pooling is applied on this feature set to obtain 256 size of feature. In the classification phase, support vector machine (SVM) and k nearest neighborhood (KNN) classifiers are used. The comparisons clearly demonstrate that the proposed DCFT is increased facial image recognition capability.
I. INTRODUCTION
An image consists of pixels and these are divided into two sub-class which are edge and textural [1] . In order to achieve high pattern recognition capability, many edge detectors have been presented in the literature and face recognition and facial image classification are very important research areas for image processing and pattern recognition [2] [3] . In the literature, many texture analysis and recognition methods have been presented and most of them have been used local patterns to feature extraction [4] [5] [6] [7] . Also, image transformations such as Wavelet, Fourier, Gabor, Walsh, Schroedinger, etc. have been used to extract meaningful features [8] [9] [10] . Facial image recognition has been used the medical, military, biometrics, etc. areas [11] [12] [13] .
The most famous textural feature extractor is LBP and the LBP uses 3 x 3 neighborhood matrix and signum function to binary feature extraction [14] [15] . Then, histogram is extracted and this histogram is utilized as feature. LBP is well discriminator for textural images and it has been used for face, palm print, wood, facial expressions, textural image recognition and map segmentation. LBP has short execution time and it is coded simply by researches because its mathematical background is simple. Briefly, LBP is simple and effective method for facial image recognition. Because of the success of the LBP, many LBP like microstructures have been presented in the literature. Some of these are given as below [16] .
A. Related Works
Zhao et al. [17] proposed a robust version of the LBP because LBP has fragile structure against noises. However, robustness parameter was balanced by users it was not calculated automatically. Song et al. [18] presented an adjacent evaluation of LBP for robust and feature invariant feature extraction. Kaya et al. [19] proposed two LBP version for searching different patterns and they tested these LBP versions onto textural image and butterfly datasets. Mehta and Egiazarian [20] presented a rotation invariant version of the LBP using a reference. This method was fast as the LBP and a dictionary was utilized for feature selection. Chen et al. [21] proposed local convex and concave pattern (LCCP) to eliminate defects of LBP. In order to evaluate performance of the LCCP, palm print, face and textural image datasets were used and the obtained experiments were shown that LCCP has higher textural image recognition capability than LBP but feature dimensionality of LCCP higher than LBP. Liu et al. [22] used two mathematical kernels in LBP and they proposed an extended version of the LBP. In this method, angular and radial differences were used instead of pixel values to calculate LBP values. The main objective of this method was to improve facial recognition ability of the LBP. Adnan et al. [23] presented a 1D local ternary pattern (LTP) for fall detection from audio signals. LTP is similar to LBP but LTP uses ternary function to extract binary features and 512 dimensions of feature are extracted using LTP. This method consisted of silent zone suppression, feature extraction with 1D LTP and classification using SVM. They used 2 acoustic datasets and experiment of this study were demonstrated that 1D version of the LTP was successful for audio classification. Liu et al. [24] fused LBP and color image feature (CIF) features to achieve higher textural image classification and retrieval capabilities. Wang et al. [25] used LBP to cloud classification for atmospheric research. Yuan et al. [26] mixed distance based LBP and co-occurrence of LBP features to improve recognition ability. They utilized hamming distance to create a distance based LBP. Textural, smoke image and material datasets were used for evaluation. Singh et al. [27] proposed a color image version of the LBP. HSI color space was used to extract features. Also, uniform patterns were used in this paper. Yang and Yang [28] presented an improved version of the LBP for optical character recognition and they used 4 optical character datasets to evaluate their method. Citraro et al. [29] proposed an extended 3D version of the LBP to detect oxygenated and non-oxygenated brain tissues from MR images for newborn babies
In this paper, a novel complex fuzzy computation based fuzzy transform which called as DCFT is presented and DCFT is used with LBP for facial image recognition. The major contributions and organizations of this paper given as Sections 1.1 and 1.2 respectively.
B. Major Contribution
The major contributions of this paper are given as below.
-By using polynomial and smith fuzzy sets, a novel complex fuzzy space is obtained. -A novel complex fuzzy transformation is presented to extract different features of images using this fuzzy space. -Combining and maximum pooling are utilized as feature fusion. These methods are improved recognition ability. -The presented textural image recognition method has high image recognition capability. -This method is the first facial image method using complex fuzzy space in the literature up to now. -This paper demonstrates that variable fuzzy sets can be used to create complex fuzzy space. -The proposed method has low computational complexity and it has high classification for facial image classification. These results clearly proved success of this paper. -A novel lightweight face classification method is presented.
C. Organization
The structure of the rest of this paper is given as follows. In the second section Discrete Complex Fuzzy Transform is presented. The proposed facial image recognition method is explained in the Section 3. The experimental results are given in the Section 4 and finally conclusions and recommendations are given in the Section 5.
II. LOCAL BINARY PATTERN
LBP is the first known microstructure for textural feature extraction and it has been used various applications of pattern recognition, computer vision and image processing. LBP uses 3 x 3 size of neighborhood matrix to extract local features and it uses signum function for feature coding. It has a simple structure. An example about LBP is shown in Fig. 1 [14 [15] . In the LBP, firstly image is divided into 3 x 3 size of overlapping blocks and center pixel of each block utilized as reference value. By using this reference value and signum function, binary feature coding is applied. Then, histogram of this image is considered as feature vector. To better understanding LBP, description of it given as below mathematically [8] [30] . 
where is pixel value, is bit value, (. ) defines signum function and represents LBP value of the 3 x 3 size of block [8] [15] .
III. THE PROPOSED TRANSFORM: DISCRETE COMPLEX FUZZY TRANSFORM (DCFT)
In this study, novel fuzzy transform which is called as DCFT is presented to extract different and salient features. The steps of the proposed DCFT are given as below.
Step 1: Load image.
Step 2: Extract histogram of the image H with length of 256.
Step 3: Divide histogram into 3 pieces which are H 1 , H 2 and H 3 with length of 85, 85 and 86 respectively.
Step 4: Calculate indices of the peak points of the H 1 , H 2 and H 3 using Eq. 11.
Where are maximum values of each pieces of the histogram and are indices of .
Step 5: Calculate threshold points using the peak points.
Where 1 , 2 and 3 are threshold points of the fuzzy sets.
Step 6: Normalize pixel values of the image using Eq. 15. 
Where , is pixel values, , is normalized pixel values, and represent width and height of the image.
Step 7: Create real and complex fuzzy set using threshold points. Polynomial fuzzy sets represent real and smith fuzzy sets are complex. Where and represent real and complex fuzzy functions.
Step 8: Normalize real and complex values using normalization equation.
Where , normalized value, and represent minimum and maximum value.
Step 9: Apply and function to pixel values and calculate real and complex values.
+
3 real and complex images by using Step 9.
Step 10: Calculate 3 angular and 3 phase images using Eq. 20 and 21.
= arctan ( ) , = {1,2,3}
(20)
The steps 1-10 are clearly explained the proposed DCFT. In the Fig.2 , an example about the complex and real fuzzy sets used in this work are shown.
LBP is the first known microstructure for textural feature extraction. LBP has been used various applications of pattern recognition, computer vision and image processing. LBP uses 3 x 3 size of neighborhood matrix to extract local features and it uses signum function for feature coding. It has a simple structure. An example about LBP is shown in Fig. 1 [14] [15]. 12 images are obtained when DCFT was applied on images. These are 3 real images, 3 complex (imaginary) images, 3 angular images and 3 phase images. In the Fig.  3 , an example about the proposed DCFT is shown. The steps of the proposed method are given as below.
Step 2: Apply DFCT and obtain 12 fuzzy images.
Step 3: Calculate LBP of each fuzzy image an obtain 12 feature vector with length of 256.
Step 4: Combine each vector and obtain F with length of 3072.
Step 5: Combine histogram real, complex, angular and phase images and obtain FR, FC, FA and FP with length of 768 respectively.
Step 6: Reduce length of F, FR, FC, FA and FP using maximum pooling and obtain PF, PFR, PFC, PFA and PFP with length of 256. Pseudocode of the maximum pooling on the histogram is lied in Algorithm 1. Step 8: Classify 10 feature vectors obtained using KNN and SVM.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method was programmed by MATLAB 2018a. The extracted features were classified using classification learner toolbox in the MATLAB. KNN and SVM were chosen as classifiers. In this section, 5 face datasets were used to evaluate performance of the proposed method and the widely used methods in the literature were utilized to obtain results. Also, the generated 10 feature vectors which are F, FR, FC, FA, FP, PF, PFR, PFC, PFA and PFP were evaluated respectively. In the classification phase, KNN and quadratic kernel SVM were considered to calculate recognition capability ATT [31] , CIE [32] , FACE94 [33] , FERET [34] , MUCT [35] , AR [36] face image databases were considered and properties of them listed in Table 1 . The attributes of classification were given Table 2 . To obtain image recognition ability measurements, accuracy was utilized as the performance metric and the mathematical description of it is given Eq. 22 [37] .
Where Acc represents accuracy. The experimental results are given LBP and DCFT-LBP in Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively. Comparison results are given for SVM and KNN classifications in Fig. 5 . According to experimental results, -The proposed DCFT improved the performance of the LBP at high rate. -256 x 12 dimension of the feature vector was obtained by using DCFT-LBP. Maximum pooling was used to reduce 256 dimension of feature vector. Thus, fair comparison was provided. 5 feature vector which are PF, PFA, PFC, PFP and PFR are obtained using the maximum pooling. -PF achieved the best performance compared to other vectors (PFA, PFC, PFP, PFR). Therefore, PF is used in face recognition. -DCFT can also be used other descriptors. -The proposed method is an LBP like method.
Therefore, LBP was used for comparison. The comparative results are PF was used in the comparisons because PF and LBP have 256 sized features. According to Table 5 , the proposed method increased success of the LBP for facial image recognition.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper, a novel discrete fuzzy transformation which is called as DCFT and a facial image recognition method to illustrate effect of the DCFT have been presented. The proposed DCFT is the first complex fuzzy transform for the images up to now. The main objective of this transformation is to search different features of the images and increasing recognition ability. By using DCFT, 12 image have been obtained from an image. In the DCFT and LBP based facial image recognition method, DCFT and LBP have been utilized as feature extraction, combining and maximum pooling have been considered as feature fusion and reduction, KNN and quadratic kernel SVM have been used as classifiers. To obtain numerical results, 5 facial image datasets were used and these experimental results showed that the DCFT increased performance of the LBP.
In future studies, novel image processing methods such as image segmentation, noise removal, pattern recognition, image compression, biometrics applications, etc. may be proposed in the literature and variable fuzzy sets may be used for complex fuzzy space to create novel versions of the DCFT.
